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SYNTHESE :

Depuis 1993, la DER travaille, en collaboration avec la DAC, a 1'optimisation
de la gestion du stock de plutonium. Ce probleme consiste a piloter le choix des
paniers d'assemblages uses a retraiter a chaque campagne de retraitement, ainsi que le
choix des lots de plutonium a utiliser pour chaque campagne de fabrication de
nouveaux assemblages MOX (Melanges d'Oxydes d'uranium et de plutonium).

Ce probleme peut Stre modelis6 sous la forme d'un programme lin^aire en 0/1
de tres grande taille. Pour le rdsoudre, 1'utilisation directe de methodes classiques etant
impuissante, il a 6t6 ndcessaire de recourir a des decompositions.

La premiere decomposition utilisee revient a favoriser les contraintes
considdrees comme les plus deiicates a respecter, ainsi que les variables dont
rinfluence sur le cout est la plus grande. Fort heureusement ces criteres, dans les deux
cas, designent les memes variables. Ces variables modelisent les choix des sorties du
stock, qui seront done favorises dans la decomposition.

La deuxieme decomposition consiste a alterner des phases de resolution du
probleme lineaire relaxe" en continu et des phases de resolution du probleme lineaire en
entier.

En outre, les premieres decisions a prendre - dans Fordre chronologique - sont
systdmatiquement favorisees, dans la mesure ou elles se fondent sur des donn^es
consid^rees comme relativement sures, alors que les donn^es sur lesquelles seront
basees les decisions ulterieures ne sont connues, pour 1'instant, qu'avec un certain
facteur d'incertitude.

Ces diff5rents schemas de decomposition nous paraissent suffisamment
generaux pour pouvoir inspirer le concepteur d'applications de methodes
d'optimisation combinatoire a des problemes industriels, lorsque ceux-ci sont d'une
taille telle que l'usage de decompositions s'avere necessaire.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

Plutonium Inventory Management Optimization can be modeled as a very large
0-1 linear program.

To solve it, problem decomposition is necessary, since other classic techniques
are not efficient for such a size.

The first decomposition consists in favoring constraints that are the most
difficult to reach and variables that have the highest influence on the cost: fortunately,
both correspond to stock output decisions.

The second decomposition consists in mixing continuous linear program
solving and integer linear program solving.

Besides, the first decisions to be taken are systematically favored, for they are
based on data considered to be sure, when data supporting later decisions in known
with less accuracy and confidence.
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1 Introduction

Plutonium from spent fuel reprocessing is reused in the fabrication of new
fuel assemblies (named MOX). Since its isotopic composition deteriorates
with time, an optimized plutonium inventory control system is required to
guarantee safe procurement at minimum cost. The goal of such a system
is to plan, for a 15 years program, plutonium batches to be used for each
MOX manufacturing run, and spent fuel assemblies to be treated at each
reprocessing run. Besides, the system has to group these assemblies in order
to recenter isotopic compositions. The whole operation plan must respect a



set of constraints on reprocessing and manufacturing runs, and minimize a
general cost, modeling a variety of costs all along the cycle of plutonium.

If we neglect the effects of the grouping procedure, and using some ap-
proximations in order to get linear constraints and costs, this problem can
be modeled by the following 0-1 linear program (0-1 LP):

min ex,
Ax < b, (1.1)
^ £ { 0 , 1 } "

where A e RMxN, c € R* and bl e RM'. Typically, the number N of
variables is around 75 000, and the number M of constraints is about 40 000.
It can be considered as a large size problem, although the A matrix is sparse.

There are different classic solution methods for (0-1 LP), such as branch-
and-bound, cutting planes, decreasing congruences method (see for example
[Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1988], [Gondran and Minoux, 1995]). They can be
efficient for small size problems, or for larger problems with special struc-
tures. In order to improve the solvability of such problems, one can use a
combination of problem preprocessing, cutting planes and different branch-
and-bound techniques ([Crowder et al., 1983]). It is also possible to add some
new constraints or to modify some existing ones ([Barnhart et al., 1993]). An-
other alternative is the use of heuristic search, which usually supplies a good
approximation for a real-world problem [Weintraub et al., 1994], as in many
cases data concerning the remote future can be approximated for undertaking
first decisions. Unfortunately, even after using such solvability improvement,
experimentation shows that our problem, in its simple and raw expression,
remains too large to be solved by these methods.

We propose a first level of decomposition, whose principle is to favor
constraints that are the most difficult to reach and variables that have the
highest influence on the cost. Fortunately, both correspond to stock output
decisions. The raw problem is decomposed in a sequence of three subprob-
lems: a first computation of stock output decisions with viewing assemblies
as a potential stock, an optimization of stock input complement, and a new
optimization of stock output.

The second level of decomposition consists in mixing continuous linear
program solving and integer linear program solving. Its principle is to solve
small integer subproblems, but while considering the whole context in its
continuous version. The choice is to favor systematically the first decisions
to be taken, for they are based on data considered to be sure, when data
supporting later decisions is known with less accuracy and confidence.



A software based on this algorithm is currently in use by plutonium stock
managers.

After a brief overview of the problem and its context, we propose a model
for the complete problem. Then we detail the different decompositions, and
the reasons supporting their choice in the present survey. In the conclusion,
the paper reminds principles of decomposition that were used successfully in
this application, and examines conditions in which each of them seems the
most promising.

2 Plutonium stock management problem

In the framework of French reprocessing policy, Electricite de France recycles
plutonium from spent nuclear fuels for the fabrication of MOX fuel (MOX =
Mixed OXides, a mixture of about 5% plutonium oxide and depleted uranium
oxide), compatible with the majority of French nuclear power plants.

The plutonium reserve is constituted by the batches of plutonium ob-
tained from spent fuel reprocessing runs. The removal of batches of pluto-
nium from the reserve corresponds to plutonium supply runs for MOX fuel
fabrication (figure 1).

Control of the plutonium inventory is complicated by the fact that the iso-
topic composition of plutonium, as any other radioactive substance, modifies,
as does the contingent energy quality. Pu241, notably, gradually becomes
americium, which is a poison both for fission reactions and human beings, its
gamma radioactivity making handling difficult. Americium can be removed
from the plutonium batches, but this is an extremely costly operation, only
to be used as a last resort.

Stock managers have to select spent fuel assemblies for each reprocessing
campaign, with constraints concerning mass to reprocess, margins on average
and per assembly isotopic composition and some other selection characteris-
tics. They must also select plutonium batches for each MOX manufacturing
run, with constraints on maximal mass, margins on average energetic value,
maximal average and per batch americium proportion, etc. Constraints may
be different on each reprocessing or manufacturing run.

The assemblies and batches selection must also minimize a cost function,
formed by the following components: energy loss cost, resulting from ener-
getic degradation of unused batches; cost of possible Americium elimination;
cost of energetic non optimality of the MOX (within allowed margins); sav-
ings provided by Americium consumption (instead of storing it as waste);



PWR nuclear power plants

Figure 1: Plutonium cycle

plutonium storage cost.

Up till now, the plutonium inventory has been controlled manually. The
plutonium batches made available to the MOX fuel fabrication plants and the
spent fuel to be reprocessed were selected at each refueling cycle on a heuristic
basis. But long term efficiency was not guaranteed and the procurement of
plutonium of an adequate quality was not assured in the medium term.

The purpose of our study is to design an optimization algorithm, allowing
to select plutonium batches for deliveries to MOX manufacturing plants, and
spent fuel assemblies for reprocessing campaigns, for a medium-term period
(5 to 15 years and further).



3 Solving the problem: models and decom-
positions

3.1 A detailed model of the complete problem

Let us propose a model for the raw problem, as it is expressed in the last
section.

We have four sets:

The plutonium inventory 5J?composed of plutonium batches.

The set SVof spent fuel assemblies.

The set CAMPSof reprocessing runs.

The set MADSoi MOX manufacturing runs.

For every plutonium batch r £ SV, for every assembly v G SV, for every
reprocessing run c € CAMPS, and for every manufacturing run m € MADS,
we have a list of various numerical informations.

Our purpose is to determine two functions / and g:

f:SV—> CAMPS U NULL

which affects to each used fuel assembly a reprocessing run, or NULLif the
decision is not to reprocess this assembly in the considered period.

The function / must verify a set of constraints concerning reprocessing
runs, which are generally expressions of the following form:

Vc € CAMPS 22 inHv) < threshold(c) (3.2)

and

g : SR U SV —> MADSU NULL, SV = f~l (CAMPS) c SV

which affects to every batch of plutonium - whatever it is present in initial
stock, or created by a reprocessing run - a MOX manufacturing run, or
NULLii the decision is not to use it in the period.

Likewise, g must verify a set of constraints on manufacturing runs, which
are generally expressions of the following form:



Vm € MADS Y^ inMl) < threshold{m) (3.3)

Besides, / and g must respect constraints linking both reprocessing and
manufacturing runs, expressing that a batch must be created before being
used:

I G SV and g(l) ^ NULL (3.4)

= » 3c G CAMPS: /(Z) = c and tend(c) < tst&n{m) (3.5)

The functions / and g must be chosen such as a cost function Z is mini-
mized. The cost Z is, as a matter of fact, a linear approximation of a precise
estimation of the costs corresponding to the exploitation of the overall plu-
tonium cycle.

The term Z can be decomposed as Z = Zf + Zg + Zfg

The first term Zf contains costs depending on reprocessing runs. These
costs concern assemblies of two types: those that are selected for reprocessing
and those that are not. Therefore its form is

Zf= Y^ infol{v)+ ]T info2(vj(v)) (3.6)
vef-i(NULL) vef-i(CAMPS)

The second term Zg contains costs depending on manufacturing runs. Its
form is similar:

Z9= ] T infol(l)+ J2 ^fo2{l,g{l)) (3.7)
leg-HNULL) leg

The third term contains costs depending on both reprocessing and man-
ufacturing runs, and represents the cost or gain due to the final plutonium
inventory. Therefore its expression is:

fg= ] T info(l) (3.8)
leg-i(NULL)nf-HCAMPS)

As we mentioned in the introduction, it is possible to express this problem
as a simple 0-1 linear program. For this purpose, we can introduce variables
Xvc whose value is 1 if the assembly v is selected for the reprocessing run c
and 0 otherwise, and Yim whose value is 1 if the batch or assembly I is selected



for the manufacturing run m and 0 otherwise. These binary variables may be
gathered in a vector x, and the problem can be expressed, with modifications
due to linerization and the neglection of the necessity to group the assemblies,
by a linear program:

mm ex,
Ax < b, (3.9)
^ € { 0 , 1 } *

where A e RMxN, c e RN and b* e RM.

The 0-1 linear programming problem (0-1 LP) with integer coefficients is
NP-hard ( [Garey and Johnson, 1979]), hence known algorithms that solve it
have execution time which depends exponentially on the size of the problem.
In this 0-1 program, the number of variables N is usually around 77 000, and
the number M of constraints is about 40 000. Such large sizes make these
algorithms inefficient for industrial use.

Consequently, it is necessary to study which decompositions can make
this problem easier to solve.

3.2 Decomposing the problem in output and input op-
timization

In order to reduce the size of the optimization problem to be solved, we
decompose it in a sequence of three optimization problems

The first problem corresponds to a first computation of the g function,
which corresponds to stock output optimization, but allowing the selection
of both plutonium batches in the initial stock and batches that can be pro-
duced by reprocessing spent fuel assemblies. More precisely it consists in
determining the function:

g':SR\JSV—> MADSUNULL,

which must verify the same constraints as g, and shall minimize Zg.

Exploiting the restriction of g to SV" — SVU g~l{MADS) may provide
a first assignment of spent fuel assemblies to reprocessing campaigns, i.e. a
restriction of / on the same set. The simplest way to compute this assignment
is to allot the assemblies to the latest campaign that can be, for the obtained
batch to be usable for the manufacturing run.

In the majority of cases, it is necessary to complete this assignment in
order to meet reprocessing program constraints, especially the constraint on



the mass to reprocess. The second problem corresponds to the optimization
of this complement. Mathematically speaking, it consist in determining / on
the difference ensemble SV— SV".

After solving the second problem we have a complete schedule for repro-
cessing campaigns. But, in addition, assemblies selected for each reprocessing
run must be grouped by three, in order to minimize the maximum deviation
of the batches to be obtained from the average isotopic composition. The
grouping procedure is ran after the resolution of the second problem, and
consists in a simulated annealing with a dynamic temperature adaptation.
After this procedure, we dispose of a full list of newly manufactured pluto-
nium batches with their composition and production dates.

Finally, the third problem corresponds to a new optimization of manufac-
turing runs from the initial stock, increased by new plutonium batches as
they arrive in the stock. Mathematically, it corresponds to the computation
of g as expressed in the last section. This must be done in especially because
batches that have been created are slightly different from what was expected
in the first computation, due to the grouping+homogenization operation.

This first decomposition consists in giving more importance to inventory
outputs. This can be supported mainly by two arguments.

First, constraints on inventory outputs are more difficult to satisfy. And
even if we have a cost function to minimize, finding a solution respecting
constraints is not an easy task. Therefore, the first priority is to give to the
user the maximum amount of chance to get an acceptable solution if it exists.

The second argument concerns costs: inventory outputs have more influ-
ence on the cost function than inventory inputs. It seems positive to give
more importance to variables that have the highest weight in the cost func-
tion.

Finally, let us stress that this decomposition does not consist in a first
treatment of inventory outputs in themselves, isolated from inputs. Rather,
we try to satisfy output constraints by the selection of both batches in the
stock, and batches that could be obtained from reprocessing (stock input).
Then, input constraints are satisfied, using a first estimation of decisions on
output. Link constraints (3.4), which are the most numerous, are satisfied
by the structure of the decomposition itself.

This heuristic is, as a matter of fact, inspired from the application domain
knowledge.



3.3 First subproblem: Stock output optimization

As stated in the last section, the first subproblem consists in determining the
function:

g': SR U SV —• MADS U NULL,

under the same constraints as g (3.3), and minimizing the cost Zg (3.7).

This function models the optimization of the use of plutonium batches
for manufacturing MOX, with the possibility to select indifferently batches
of two types: "real" plutonium batches in the initial stock, and "potential"
plutonium batches, which can be obtain by spent fuel assemblies reprocessing.
Up to the end of this section, plutonium batch or simply batch will indifferently
stand for "real" plutonium batch and for "potential" plutonium batch.

At this phase, the constraints linking the two functions / and g (3.4)
are released. But we need to avoid that an excessive mass of plutonium
be selected in the potential stock (assemblies), in comparison to the mass
that is supposed to be reprocessed at this time. Therefore, we introduce
new constraints, expressing for each manufacturing run that the whole mass
selected up to this run must not exceed the capacity of reprocessing up to
this time.

3.3.1 Model

The subproblem of manufacturing runs optimization can also be easily mod-
eled as a 0-1 linear program. Let m be the number of manufacturing runs
(m = card(MADS)) and n the number of batches (n = card(SR)+card(SV)).
For each run i 6 {1 , . . . , m} and for each batch j 6 {1 , . . . , n} we introduce
a binary variable zy, which is equal to 1 if the batch i is selected for the run
j , and is equal to 0 otherwise.

We express, with these variables, constraints in (3.3): for each run i$,
we have four constraints on the set of batches, selected for this run. The
constraints are expressed as linear inequalities over the variables set {xioj}^=:1.

The first two constraints are the "energetic constraints", which require
that the total energetic value of the batches must be in a given interval.
The third constraint is the "mass constraint", which requires that the total
mass of the batches must not exceed a given limit. Similarly, the "americium
constraint" limits the total mass of americium in the batches.

A fifth constraint expresses that, at each run, the mass of potential
batches selected from the first run to the current one, must not exceed the



reprocessing capacity up to this run. Since its expression is much more com-
plicated, it will not be given here.

To avoid selecting one batch for more that one run, we have to add n
disjunction constraints:

The total cost of a solution is Zg (3.7), which can be expressed with
variables x as

i= l 3=1

where Cy is the cost associated with assignation of the batch j to the manu-
facturing run i.

We have now a new 0-1 linear program

min
i=l j=\

= 1 4 - j — i 777

m

(3 10)

( Xij e {0,1}, j = 1 , . . . , n; i = 1, . . . , m

but this time the number of variables is (n x m) whose value is about 42 500
and the number of constraints is (m + 5n) whose value is around 2 600 only.
Indeed, the main part of the constraints models the temporal link between
both functions.

Unfortunately, this subproblem is still too large to be solved by usual
methods such as branch-and-bound, and further decompositions have to be
considered.

3.3.2 A second decomposition: decreasing-size mixed integer sub-
programs

Let us consider the continuous integer program obtained by releasing in-
tegrity constraints. This program can be solved quite easily by simplex
methods, but the main difficulty is to determine an integer solution from
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the continuous solution for a program of that size. The second principle of
decomposition we propose is based on the idea that the decisions to be taken
earlier should be favored, for they are based on data considered to be sure.
For later decisions, there will probably be new information which make our
decision plan less accurate. The idea is to construct an integer solution for
the first manufacturing run only, derived from the continuous solution of the
whole problem of inventory output optimization. After this step, decisions
for the first run will be fixed, and the procedure will be iterated to runs 2 to
n, and so on.

More synthetically, we consider a sequence of decreasing-size mixed in-
teger subprograms on a sequence of nested subsets of variables, as shown
on figure 2. Each subprogram is solved by enumeration, starting from the
optimal solution for the associated continuous problem.

1
1

. !

J |
n

fee

2
i

;

n

1 ! ,

Solving the continuous
problem over deliveries
1 torn

Searching by enumeration
an integer solution for the delivery 1

Solving the continuous
problem over deliveries
2 torn

Searching by enumeration
an integer solution for the delivery 2

Solving the continuous
problem over deliveries
3 torn

Searching by enumeration
an integer solution for the delivery 3

Figure 2: The second level of decomposition: decreasing
size mixed-integer subprograms

The first subprogram of the sequence is a modified version of the lin-
ear program (3.10), where only the variables {xiJ-}j=ij...>n are required to
be integer, the other variables being continuous in the segment [0,1]. The
second subprogram is obtained from the previous one by fixing the vari-
ables {£ij}j=i,...,n and by constraining the variables {x2j}j=i,...,n to be in-
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1
j

1 •
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i
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teger. The subprogram k > 2 is obtained from the subprogram k — 1 by
fixing the variables set Xk~l and by adding integrity constraints on the set
Xk = {xk>j}jz=i,...,n- Thus the subprogram k is the restriction of the lin-
ear program (3.10) on the variables set Xk \J Xk+l \J ... \J Xm with integrity
constraints on the variables in Xk.

We solve the 0-1 linear program (3.10) in m steps. At step k, 1 < k <
m, we solve the subprogram k by continuous problem solving and integer
enumeration. This fixes the integer values for the variables from the set Xk.
We continue this process until all variables have received integer values.

3.3.3 Solving one mixed integer subprogram

At each step, an integer solution is found for the mixed integer subprogram,
by an enumeration starting from the optimal solution for associated contin-
uous problem.

We start by relaxing the integrity constraints of the problem and solve it
by the simplex method ([Dantzig, 1963]). Then we enumerate on variables
corresponding to the earliest manufacturing run, starting from the continu-
ous solution. Enumeration is done first on the variables that have fractional
values. If we find no solution meeting the constraints, the scope of enumer-
ation is progressively extended to other variables, in the increasing order of
the absolute value of their reduced cost. This means testing at first the mod-
ification with less influence on the solution cost. Enumeration is pursued
until Ar acceptable solutions are found. We keep the solution that has the
best cost, computed on the integer variables only.

We experimented with different values of the number of solutions found
N in [1, 50], and the best solution is obtained typically with N — 20. Indeed,
the first found solution can be improved, but if the search goes too "far"
from the initial continuous solution, it will optimize the subprogram instead
of the original problem (3.10).

In order to assist integer enumeration, we slightly modify the mass cons-
traint in the continuous problem. Therefore the continuous solution will
be in the interior of the convex polyhedron. This decreases the number of
exits from the polyhedron during the enumeration, when the original mass
constraint is restored.

When the mixed integer subprogram is infeasible, or when it cannot be
solved in an acceptable amount of time, the user may allow enumeration
to select one fractional value. Such procedure was used in manual stock
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management and it has the following interpretation: it is permitted to "cut"
at most one batch for each manufacturing run.

3.4 Second problem: Stock input complement opti-
mization

In the problem of stock input optimization, we try to assign to each repro-
cessing campaign a set of spent fuel assemblies. The reprocessing of these
assemblies will produce new plutonium fuel batches, which will enter into
the plutonium stock at some particular dates. Some spent fuel assemblies
are assigned after first stock output optimization: those selected as virtual
plutonium batches are assigned to the latest campaign that can be, to limit
ageing. This corresponds to a computation of / on a subset of SV which is
SV" = SVUg-1(MADS).

In the majority of cases, SV" and SV are different. And besides, at each
reprocessing run, assemblies selected in SV" are not numerous enough to
satisfy the constraint on the mass to be reprocessed.

Therefore, we have to compute a complement for reprocessing campaigns.
For this computation, we use the same method as for stock output optimiza-
tion. Using binary variables, we construct a 0-1 linear program, which is
solved by considering a sequence of mixed integer subprograms over nested
subsets of variables.

3.4.1 Model

This time, we name m the number of reprocessing campaigns and n the
number of assemblies (m = card(CAMPS) and n = card(SV)). For each
campaign i G { 1 , . . . , m} and for each assembly j e { 1 , . . . , n} we introduce
a binary variable yij, which is equal to 1 if the assembly i is selected for the
campaign j , and is equal to 0 otherwise.

We express, with these variables, constraints in (3.2). For each repro-
cessing campaign z0, we have just two constraints on the set of assemblies
selected for this run, which model the minimum and maximum mass to repro-
cess. The constraints are expressed as linear inequalities over the variables
s e t {%;}"=!•
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To avoid selecting one assembly for more that one run, we have to add n
disjunction constraints:

The total cost of a solution is Zf (3.6), which can be expressed with
variables y as

where c'^ is the cost associated with assignation of the assembly j to the
reprocessing run i.

We have now another 0-1 linear program

min

m

i=\

(3.11)

€ {0,1}, j = l , . . . , n ; i = l , . . . , m

The number of variables is (n x m) whose value is also about 42 500, and
the number of constraints is (m + n) whose value is around 2 500.

As the first subproblem, the second subproblem needs another decompo-
sition.

3.4.2 Resolution

The second subproblem, stock input complement optimization, is solved the
very same way as the first subproblem. A sequence of decreasing-size mixed
integer 0-1 linear programs is considered, on a sequence of nested subsets of
variables. Enumeration is used for constructing the integer solution for the
first reprocessing run only, from the continuous solution of the whole list of
reprocessing runs. This procedure is iterated till every variable receive an
integer value.

After the second optimization subproblem has been solved, a list of as-
semblies are chosen for every reprocessing run. Then, we have to cluster each

14



of these lists, by grouping assemblies three by three. The goal is to mix plu-
tonium coming from different assemblies to get more homogeneous batches.
The choice was to minimize the maximum distance from the isotopic com-
position of a group to the average isotopic composition. This procedure is
undertaken by a simulated annealing module, with a dynamic temperature
adaptation.

After this homogenization phase, new plutonium batches are added to
the stock.

3.5 Third problem: a new stock output optimization

As stated previously, it is necessary to do a new optimization of the stock
output. As a matter of fact, new batches that were created do not correspond
to the virtual batches that were previewed, for various reasons. The main
reason is the effect on isotopic composition due to homogenization phase.

But this time, g is computed exactly as stated in (3.1): the only batches
to consider are initial batches, plus those that were created by reprocessing
used assemblies. The cost to minimize is Zg.

The method is exactly the same one that is used in the two first subprob-
lems.

4 Computational results

The algorithm runs on a Sun SPARCstation 20 with 64 MB of memory. To
solve the continuous problem by simplex method, we use OSL library by
IBM Corporation. Figure 3 presents algorithm execution results on three
real data sets.

Reprocessing
campaigns number

1

10

16

Plutonium
deliveries number

2

10

17

Variables
number

7175

46820

77405

Constraints
number

6890

24533

39950

Integer
solution
found

yes

yes

yes

CPU time

4' 20"

27'59"

38' 16"

Figure 3: Algorithm execution results

The algorithm execution time remains reasonable even over the largest
data set. This data set corresponds to stock management over 15 years.
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5 Conclusion

We have presented how various types of decomposition helped us to solve
efficiently a large-size industrial problem: the optimization of plutonium in-
ventory management.

The first decomposition principle we used consists in favoring constraints
that are the most difficult to reach. This principle may be useful to solve
problems in which it is difficult to get a solution which respects the set of
constraints.

We also favored variables that have the highest influence on the cost:
in this case, it corresponds fortunately to the same variables as in the last
heuristic. If it is not the case, this heuristic may be preferred only when an
acceptable solution is easy to obtain, and when the cost is highly strategic.

Our first level of decomposition was also based on a principle which is
particular to inventory management: it is possible to model input as potential
batches for output, or output as a potential use for input.

Then, we used another principle of decomposition: when computing an
integer solution for the whole problem is too long, it is possible to select a
subset of decision variables, and construct an integer solution for them only,
from the continuous solution of the complete problem. This process can be
iterated until every variable have received integer solutions.

Finally, in this second level of decomposition, we favored the first decisions
to be taken, for they are based on data considered to be sure. This principle
can be used every time urgent decisions must be taken, while previewing a
decision plan which will be applied on several years, especially if data may
vary over this period.

A software based on this algorithm is currently in use by plutonium stock
managers. This software is used for two purposes: to take decisions for
reprocessing and manufacturing planning, and to realize experiments for a
better understanding of the plutonium stock management problem.
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